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Abstract 
In this paper we describe some of our progress towards an operational implementation of a 
modem programming logic. The logic is inspired by the variable type systems of Feferman, 
and is designed for reasoning about imperative functional programs. The logic goes well beyond 
traditional programming logics, such as Hoare’s logic and Dynamic logic in its expressibility, 
yet is less problematic to encode into higher order logics. The main focus of the paper is to 
present an axiomatization of the base first order theory. 
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1. Introduction 
VTLoE [37,24,38,40,25] is a logic for reasoning about imperative functional pro- 
grams, inspired by the variable type systems of Feferman. These systems are two 
sorted theories of operations and classes initially developed for the formalization of 
constructive mathematics [12, 131 and later applied to the study of purely functional 
languages [14, 151. VTLoE builds upon recent advances in the semantics of languages 
with effects [16, 19,30,35,36] and goes well beyond traditional programming logics, 
such as Hoare’s logic [6] and Dynamic logic [23] by treating a richer language and 
expressing more properties. It is close in spirit to Specification Logic [53] and to 
Evaluation Logic [48]. 
The underlying programming language of VTLoE, &,,k, is based on the call-by- 
value lambda calculus extended by the reference primitives mk, set, get. Atoms, 
references and lambda abstractions are all first class values - they can be bound to 
lambda variables, stored, and returned from procedures. It can thus be thought of as 
a fragment of untyped ML or a variant of Scheme. The logic combines the features 
and benefits of equational calculi as well as program and specification logics. There 
are three layers. The foundation is the syntax and semantics of A*, the underlying 
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term/programming language. The second layer is a first-order theory built on assertions 
of program equivalence and program modalities called contextual assertions. The third 
layer extends the logic to include class terms, class membership, and quantification 
over class variables. In this paper we concentrate on the first two layers. The main 
topic of this paper is the presentation of a Hilbert style formal system for the first 
order fragment of VTLoE and the proof of its completeness. 
Contextual assertions were first introduced in [34] as a means for expressing con- 
straint propagation. It was quickly realized that they are an essential feature of any 
language for reasoning about the effects of programs. In our earlier work on axiomatiz- 
ing imperative features [33,32,36] we presented a simple sequent system for proving 
equations. The introduction rules for the allocation and updating primitives were com- 
plicated by ugly side conditions, conditions so ugly as to make the implementation of 
the system either unpalatable or unfeasible. The main result of this paper is to general- 
ize these previous results to a full first order language with contextual assertions. The 
crucial point is that contextual assertions eliminate the need for any side conditions. 
1.1. Overview and notation 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the 
syntax and semantics of the terms of VTLoE. In Section 3 we introduce the syntax 
and semantics of the formulas of VTLoE. In Section 4 we present the proof theory of 
VTLoE. In Section 5 we relate the semantics with the proof theory. 
We conclude the introduction with a summary of notation. Let X, Y, Yo, Yi be sets. 
We specify meta-variable conventions in the form: x ranges over X, which should be 
read as: the meta-variable x and decorated variants such as x/,x0,. ., range over the set 
X. We use the usual notation for set membership and function application. Y” is the set 
of sequences of elements of Y of length n. Y* is the set of finite sequences of elements 
of Y. j=[yt,..., y,J is the sequence of length it with ith element yi. P,(Y) is the set 
of finite subsets of Y. YO L Yi is the set of finite maps from YO to Yi . [Yo + Yl] is the 
set of total functions f with domain YO and range contained in Yi. We write Dom( f) 
for the domain of a function and Rng( f) for its range. For any function f, f{y := y’} 
is the function f’ such that Dom( f ') = Dam(f) U {y}, f’(y) = y’, and f’(z) = f (z) 
for z # y,z E Dom( f ). N = (0, 1,2,. . .} is the natural numbers and i, j, n, no,. . . range 
over N. 
2. The syntax and semantics of terms 
2.1. Syntax 
The syntax of the terms of jl& is a simple extension of the lambda calculus to 
include basic atomic data A, (such as the Lisp booleans t and nil, and in practice the 
natural numbers N), together with a collection of primitive operations, IF = UnEN En,, 
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where IF,, is the (possibly empty) set of n-ary operations. 
Booleans {t,nil} G A 
Recognizers U = {atom?, cell?, lambda?} 
Unary operations [Fl = {mk, get} U T 
Binary operations F2 = {am eq, set) 
Ternary operations ~~ = {br} 
The primitive operations include: the memory operations (mk, get, set) for allocat- 
ing, dereferencing, and updating unary cells; the usual operations for strict branching 
(br); the recognizing operations (atom?, cell?, lambda?) (or characteristic functions 
using the booleans t and nil) of their respective domains. We also treat application, 
app, as a binary operation for the sake of uniformity. 
Together with the atoms, A, we assume an infinite set of variables, % and use these 
to define, by mutual induction, the set of I-abstractions, U_, the set of value expressions, 
W, the set of value substitutions, S, the set of expressions, E, and the set of contexts, 
@, as the least sets satisfying the following equations: 
Atoms A a ranges over A 
Variables X X, y, 2 ranges over X 
Lambda expressions II = 1X.E Ix.e ranges over [L 
Value expressions V=X+A+fL v ranges over W 
Value substitutions S=[[xf,V] cr ranges over S 
Expressions IF= v + F&E”) e ranges over IE 
Contexts C = (0) + X + A + 2X.C + lFn(C”) C ranges over C 
3, is a binding operator and free and bound variables of expressions are defined as 
usual. FV(e) is the set of free variables of e. A value substitution is a finite map a 
from variables to value expressions, we let a range over value substitutions. e” is the 
result of simultaneous substitution of free occurrences of x E Dam(a) in e by a(x). 
We represent the function which maps x to u by {X := u}. Thus e{” ‘= “) is the result 
of replacing free occurrences of x in e by v (avoiding the capture of free variables in 
u). Contexts are expressions with holes. We use ?? to denote a hole. C[e] denotes the 
result of replacing any holes in C by e. Free variables of e may become bound in this 
process. Traps(C) is the set of variables that can actually be trapped in the process of 
filling the holes in C. 
2.2. Informal semantics 
We give a brief and informal guide to the more novel of the primitive operations: 
mk is a memory allocation primitive: the evaluation of mk(u) results in the allocation 
of a new memory cell and initializes this cell so that it contains the value v. The 
value returned by this cell to mk is the newly allocated cell. mk is total. 
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get is the memory access primitive: the evaluation of get(v) is defined iff v is a 
memory cell. If v is a memory cell, then get(v) returns the value stored in that 
cell. Note that there is no reason why a cell cannot store itself (or some more 
elaborate cycle). get is partial. 
set is the memory modification primitive: the evaluation of set(va,vi) is defined iff 
zia is a memory cell. If ua is a memory cell, then set(va,vi) modifies that cell so 
that its new contents becomes ~1. The value returned by a call to set is somewhat 
arbitrary and somewhat irrelevant. In VTLoE we have chosen nil as the return 
value, thus if v is a cell, then set(v, a) will return nil, and more importantly 
modify v so that it contains itself. set is partial. 
br is the strict branching primitive: the evaluation of br(vo, vi, ~2) returns v2 if aa is 
the atom nil, otherwise it returns vi. Thus any non-nil value is considered true. 
The usual lazy branching primitive if (ea, ei, e2) is simply app(br(eo, J.z.ei, Az.e2), 
nil) for a fresh variable (see Section 2.3). br is total. 
eq is the equality primitive (solely on atoms): eq(vo,vi) returns t if us and VI are 
the same atom, otherwise it returns nil. eq is total. 
2.3. Abbreviations 
In order to make programs easier to read, we introduce some abbreviations. 
f(x) 
n 
aw(f 9) 
let{x := eo}er 
n 
= app(Ax.ei, e0) 
w(e) 
n 
e 
seq(e0,. . . , e,) 
n 
= let{z:=ea}seq(er,...,e,) z$FV(ei) for i<n 
if(eo,el,e2) 
n 
app(br(eo, J.z.el, Az.e2), nil) for z $ FV(ei) for i < 2 
not(e) 
n = if (e, nil, t) 
and(eo, ei ) 
n 
if (ea, ei, nil) 
n 
and(eo,ei,...e,) = and(eo, aMel,. . . , e, )) 
or(e0,el) 
n 
if(eo,t,el) 
a 
or(eO,ej,...e,) = or(eo,or(ei,...,e,)) 
2.4. Programming examples 
2.4.1. Equality on cells 
To simplify matters later we have omitted equality on cells as a primitive operation. 
It is however easily definable [30]. To determine whether or not two cells are distinct, 
we first store their current contents in a safe place. We then place nil in the first 
cell, and then t in the second cell. The cells are distinct if and only if the first 
cell still contains nil. We then restore the world to the way it was prior to our 
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inquisition, 
eq? fi Ax.ly.if (and(cell?(x), cell?(y)), 
let{xc := get(x), ys := get(y)} 
seq(set(x,nil), 
aot(y, t), 
let{z := get(x)} 
seq(setkxo>, 
set(y, ~01, 
z)), 
nil) 
2.4.2. Landin’s recursion operator 
Since the &-calculus extends the call-by-value ;l-calculus the usual call-by-value 
fixed point combinator is a term in the language. A somewhat different fixed point 
combinator, that makes use of the reference primitives, is possible: 
Y fi Ay.let {z := mk(ni1)) 
aaq(aat(z, ~x.app(app(u,get(z)),x)), 
get(z)) 
This version of the fixed-point combinator is essentially identical to the one suggested 
by Landin [29]. When applied to a functional F of the form Af .h.e, Y creates a private 
local cell, z, with contents G = Ix.app(app(F, get(z)),x), and returns G. By privacy 
of z, G is equivalent to F(G) (cf. [35]). Note that this example is typable in the 
simply typed lambda calculus (for provably non-empty types (cf. [25])). Thus adding 
operations for manipulating references to the simply typed lambda calculus causes 
the failure of strong normalization as well as many other of its nice mathematical 
properties. 
2.4.3. Integer streams 
From an abstract point of view, a stream is simply a (possibly infinite) sequence of 
data [l]. In the &-calculus we can represent streams simply as functional objects. The 
sequence corresponding to a &&ream is the values returned by repeated application 
of the object to a fixed (and hopefully irrelevant) argument. The simplest example of 
a non-trivial A&-stream is the stream of natural numbers, 
makestream 6 Jm.let{z :=mk(m)} 
Ix.let{n := get(z)} 
seq(set(z,n + l), 
n) 
Here makestream applied to an integer m creates a stream of integers beginning with 
that integer. The so-created stream when queried (applied to any value) returns the 
next integer in the stream. 
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2.4.4. The sieve of Eratosthenes 
A somewhat more interesting example of a stream is the sieve of Eratosthenes [l]. 
We begin with the functional filter which expects an integer, n, and a stream, s and 
then creates a new stream. This new stream when queried repeatedly calls the stream 
argument, s, until an integer not divisible by the number argument, n, is returned. This 
number is then returned as the answer to the query. 
filter ~ln.A.7. 
Ax.let{m :=s(nil)} 
if (divides?(n, m) 
f ilter(n,s)(nil) 
m) 
sieve is an expression which when evaluated creates a new sieve of Eratosthenes. 
This new stream is a stream of the prime numbers. Each time the stream is queried it 
returns the current prime and updates its local stream to filter with this prime. 
sieve 5 let {SC := mk(makeStream(2))) 
Rx.let{s := get(sc)}let{ p :=s(nil)} 
seq(set(sc, f ilter(p,s)), 
PI 
2.5. Semantics of terms 
The operational semantics of expressions is given by a reduction relation & on a 
syntactic representation of the state of an abstract machine, referred to as computation 
descriptions. A state has three components: the current instruction, the current con- 
tinuation, and the current state of memory. Their syntactic counterparts are redexes, 
reduction contexts, and memory contexts respectively. Redexes describe the primi- 
tive computation steps. A primitive step is either a p,-reduction or the application of 
a primitive operation to a sequence of value expressions. The set of redexes, IE,, is 
defined as 
Reduction contexts identify the subexpression of an expression that is to be evaluated 
next, they correspond to the standard reduction strategy (left-first, call-by-value) of [50] 
and were first introduced in [ 181. The set of reduction contexts, [w, is the subset of @ 
defined by 
R = {*} + ~m+n+lWrn, R E”) 
In the sequel R ranges over [w. An expression is either a value expression or decom- 
poses uniquely into a redex placed in a reduction context, An easy structural induction 
establishes that if e E IE, then either e E W or e can be written uniquely as R[e’] where 
R E [w and e’ E IE,. The set of memory contexts, M, is the set of contexts r of the form 
let{zi :=mk(nil)}. . . let{z, :=mk(nil)}seq(set(zi, vi), . . . , set(z,, v,), ??) 
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where zi # zj when i #j. We include the possibility that n = 0, in which case r = ??. 
Subsequently r ranges over Ml. 
We have divided the memory context into allocation, followed by assignment to 
allow for the construction of cycles. Thus, any state of memory is constructible by such 
an expression. We can view memory contexts as finite maps from variables to value 
expressions. Hence we define the domain of r (as above) to be Dam(T) = (~1,. . . ,zn}, 
and T(zj) = Ui for 1 <i <n. Two memory contexts are considered the same if they 
are the same when viewed as functions. Viewing memory contexts and finite maps, 
we define the modification of memory contexts, r{z := mk(u)}, and the union of two 
memory contexts, (ro U rl), in the obvious way. If Dam(T) n Dam(a) = 8, then r” is 
the result of applying o to each value in the range of r. 
The set of computation descriptions (briefly descriptions), 03, is defined to be the 
set M x E. Thus a description is a pair with first component a memory context and 
second component an arbitrary expression. We do not require that the free variables of 
the expression be contained in the domain of the memory context. This allows us to 
define reductions uniformly in parameters that are not touched by the reduction step, and 
hence to provide a form of symbolic evaluation. We let r; e ranges over D. A closed 
description is a description of the form r; e where T[e] is closed. V&e descriptions 
are descriptions whose expression component is a value expression, i.e. a description 
of the form r; u. Substitution into descriptions is defined pointwise: (r;e)‘= P;e”, 
provided Dom( r) f? Dom( a) = 0. 
Definition (A). The reduction relation A is the reflexive transitive closure of I+. The 
clauses are: 
(B”) r; R[app(2x.e, u)] H r; R[e+:=“)] 
(atom) r; R[atom?(u)] H r; Ntl if vEA 
r; R[nil] if v E [L u Dam(T) 
(cell) r; R[cell?(v)] H r; Ntl if u E Dam(r) 
T;R[nil] if uE[LUA 
(eq) 
r; R[tl if vg=vi, ve,vi EA, 
r; R[oq(vo, VI )I ++ r; R[nil] otherwise 
(provided vg, ui E Dam(r) U L U A) 
(br) r; R[hr(ao, 01, Uz >i H 
r; R[q] if v. E (A - {nil}) u L u Dom(r) 
r;R[vZ] if v=nil 
(mk) r; R[mk(v)] H r{z :=mk(v)}; R[z] if z @ Dom(r) u FV(R[u]) 
(get) r; R[get(z)] H r; R[v] if z E Dam(T) and T(z) = v 
(set) r; R[set(z, u)] H r{z :=mk(v)}; R[nil] if z E Dam(r) 
Note that reduction is not restricted to closed descriptions. However in the atom? 
and cell? rules if one of the arguments is a variable not in the domain of the memory 
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context then there is no appropriate primitive reduction step. This is also the case in 
the eq, br, get, and set rules. As mentioned in Section 2.2 get and set are also 
undefined if their first (and in the case of get only) argument is not a cell, i.e. a 
variable in the domain of the memory context. 
Defintion (It 1 - ). A closed description, r; e is dejned (written Ir; e) if it evaluates 
to a value description. A description is undefined (written tr; e) if it is not defined. 
Two descriptions, r; es and r; ei are equivalued (written r; eo - r; ei ) if they are both 
undefined or have a common reduct (i.e. they both reduce to a particular description) 
i(r; e) H ( W; u’)( r; e Z+ r’; a’) 
r; es N r; ei @ ((r(r; ea) A T(r; ei)) V (3’; e)(r; eo cr-t I+; e A r; el C+ I+; e)) 
For closed expressions e, we write le to mean 18; e, similarly we write ea 1 ei to mean 
that Leo iff let, and finally es - ei to mean 0; eo - 0; el. 
Some simple consequences of the computation rules are that reduction is functional 
modulo alpha conversion, memory contexts may be pulled out of reduction contexts, 
and computation is uniform in free variables, unreferenced memory and reduction con- 
texts. 
Lemma (CT) (Mason and Talcott [35]). 
(i) ra[eo]=ri[ei] ifr;et-+c;eifir i<2 
(ii) R[r[e]] A T;R[e] if FV(R) n Dam(r) = 8. 
(iii) r; e H P; e’ =+- (r; e)’ H (P; e’)’ 
if Dom(T’) f? Dam(o) = 0 = FV(Rng(a)) n (Dom(T’) - Dom(I’)). 
(iv) r; e H r’; e’ + (r. u r); e H (To u r’); e’ if Doin n Dom(ro) = 0. 
(v) r; R[e] H r’; R[e’] + r; R’[e] H r’; R’[e’] if e $! V and (Doin n FV(R’))G 
Dam(r) 
In (cr.i) - “-” is the usual notion of alpha equivalence. It makes explicit the fact 
that arbitrary choice in cell allocation is the same phenomenon as arbitrary choice of 
names of bound variables. In (cr.v) the requirement that e @V is necessary. Consider 
the following counterexample (due to Soeren Lassen). Let 
e = e’ = Ix.app(x,x) Ro = app(e, 0) RI = ??
Then r; Ro[e] H r’; Ro[e’] by /Iv, but it is not the case that r; R,[e] H r’; RI [e’]. 
2.6. Operational equivalence of terms 
In this section we define the operational equivalence relation and study its general 
properties. Operational equivalence formalizes the notion of equivalence as black-boxes. 
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Treating programs as black boxes requires only observing what effects and values they 
produce, and not how they produce them. Our definition extends the extensional equiv- 
alence relations defined by 1144,501 to computation over memory structures. As shown 
by [2,3,9, 11,26,30,35,27,41,46,49,54,55] operational equivalence and approxima- 
tion can be characterized in various ways. 
Definition ( E ). Two expressions are operationally equivalent, written es E ei, if for 
any closing context C, C[ea] is defined iff C[ei] is defined. 
eo g el~(VCECIFV(C[eo])=FV(C[ell)=0)(CIeol~C[ell) 
The operational equivalence is not trivial since the inclusion of branching implies 
that t and nil are not equivalent. By definition operational equivalence is a congruence 
relation on expressions: 
Congruence : e0 g ei * (VC E @)(C[eo] E C[el]) 
However, it is not necessarily the case that substitution instances of equivalent expres- 
sions are equivalent even if the instantiating expressions always return a value. As a 
counter-example we have if (cell?(x), eq(x,x), t) g t but if(cell?(mk(t)), eq(mk(t), 
mk(t)), t) 2 nil. The reason underlying this is that in the case of programs with ef- 
fects, returning a value is not an appropriate characterization of definedness. In par- 
ticular returning a value is not the same as being operationally equivalent to a value. 
This is in contrast to the purely functional case and is due to the presence of effects. 
For example, each of the following expressions always returns a value 
Wx) if (cell?(x), set@, v),x) if (cell?(x), get(x),x) 
but none is equivalent to a value, i.e. for no value expression v do we have e” v for 
any of the above three expressions. The first has an allocation e&t. The second has 
a write efect. The third has a read effect. 
In general it is very difficult to establish the operational equivalence of expressions. 
Thus it is desirable to have a simpler characterization of g, one that limits the class 
of contexts (or observations) that must be considered. The main context lemma in this 
case is the following 
Theorem (ciu) (Mason and Talcott [35]). ea E ei w (Vr, a,R)(FV(T[R[eP]]) = 0 + 
(UNeo0111 W[efll)) 
A proof of (ciu) appears in [35], and in [25]. ’ 
’ Since writing this paper a very general proof of (ciu) that applies to a very general class of programming 
languages has been found [59]. 
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3. The syntax and semantics of formulas 
3.1. Syntax 
The first order fragment of our logic is a minor generalization of classical first order 
logic. The atomic formulas assert the equivaluedness and operational equivalence of 
expressions. In addition to the usual first-order formula constructions, we add a let- 
assertion: if @ is a formula, x a variable, and e an expression then let{x := e}[@] is 
a formula. 
Definition (W). 
MY=(E-JIE)+(E” E)+(W * W)+(let{X:=lE}[WlJ)+(V’X)(VV) 
For typographical convenience we will let L range over the class of let contexts. 
Thus L denotes a generic member of let{X := E}o. 
3.2. Semantics 
The meaning of formulas is given by a Tarskian satisfaction relation r k @[a]. 
Definition (r k @[a]). Assume r, 0, @, ej satisfy FV( @“) U FV(eT) & Dam(r) for 
j <2, and FV(T) = 8. Then we define the satisfaction relation r + @[a] by induc- 
tion on the structure of @ : 
r + (e0 N el >[a1 iff r;e:wr;ey 
r + (e0 g el >[a1 iff (YR E R! 1 FV(R) C Dom(r))(r[R[e;]] 1 T[R[ei’]]) 
r + (Q~ ==+ ~4)]4 iff (r I= @0k~l) implies (r + &[o]) 
r + let{x := e}i@][cr] iff (r; e’ L r’; 0) implies r’ + @[0(x := II}]) 
r i= wx)~bi iff (VU E V 1 FV(n) C Dom(r))(r + @[a{~ := u}]) 
As is usual in logic we define the subsidiary notions of validity and logical conse- 
quence as follows: 
t=@ iff (V’r, cr 1 FV(@“) C Dom(r))(r + @[o]) 
@o b @l iff k @O * @i 
The requirement in the definition of satisfaction that FV(T) = 8 was pointed out to 
the author by Jacob Frost [20], it is necessary for the proof that /= eo 2 el and the 
meta-statement eo ” el are equivalent. 
3.3. Examples, counterexamples and caveats 
Negation is definable, 4 is just @ + False, where False is any unsatisfiable as- 
sertion, such as t ” nil. Similarly, conjunction, A, and disjunction, V and the bicon- 
ditional, u , are all definable in the usual manner. Termination and non-termination 
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are simple abbreviations, there is, however, a plethora of notions of definedness that 
can be expressed. We let j.e abbreviate +et{x := e}[False]) and Ie abbreviate its 
negation let{x := e}[False]). A stronger notion of definedness is that of being equiv- 
alent (either via - or via E ) to a value. To see that this notion differs recall that 
mk(u) is always defined in the sense that lmk(o), yet mk(u) is never equivalent to a 
value (either via N or via Z ). These two notions of definedness will be important 
later. Note that the let-assertion is a binding operator akin to ‘V’. A simple example is 
the axiom which expresses the effects of mk: 
(Vz)(Vy)(let{x :=mk(z)}[~(x Z y) A cell?(x) E t A get(x) E u]) 
We use the symbol N to denote either of the binary relations in our logic, E and 
- . It is important to note that, unlike equality in first order logic, neither of these 
binary relations ( Z nor N ) is a congruence in the sense that es N et + C[eo] z C[et] 
is falsifiable (even when no trapping occurs). For example, 
get(x)~t~app(seq(set(x,nil),ilzz),get(x))Napp(seq(set(x,nil),~.z),t) 
is obviously not valid. Similarly, false is the related principle that @ =+- let{x := e}[@]. 
For example, 
get(z) = t * let {x := set(z, nil)}[get(z) cv t] 
is clearly not valid. Also along these lines is the observation that while 
let{x := e}[eo 2: et] * let{x :=e}[es] Y let{x := e}ietn 
is valid, its converse is false, since 
let{x:=mk(0)}let{y:=mk(0)}[x]~let{x:=mk(0)}let 
is valid, but let{x := mk(O)}[let{y :=mk(O)}[x Y yfl is not. 
{Y := WO)HYl 
3.3.1. Violation of privacy 
Rather than give the impression that everything is rosy, we point out the following 
problem raised in [40]. One seemingly desirable logical principle for contextual rea- 
soning is to be able to replace the e by any operationally equivalent expression without 
changing the semantics of the contextual assertion let{x := e}[@]. In other words the 
following principle seems desirable: 
es g ei =+ (let{x:=eo}[@] @ let{x:=er}[@]) 
However, there are several ways in which this can fail in this logic. For example, es 
may produce some garbage that ei does not, and this garbage may be detectable via 
@. For example, letting 
eo=seq(+O),+O)) 
el = mk(0) 
@ = (3y0)(3yi )(cell?(yo) g t A cell?(yi) 2 t A eq(y0, yi) ” nil) 
provides a counterexample. 
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Another more troublesome counterexample relies on the fact that es and ei may be 
equivalent due to the privacy of certain cells, however their privacy is not respected 
by the contextual assertion. A simple example of this is: 
eo = LXO.XO 
ei = let{2 := mk(lxa .xo)}Aw.app(get(z), w) 
@=x E ly.y 
A simple induction on the length of computations (similar to those found in [35]) 
establishes that es and er are operationally equivalent, and hence es ?? ei is valid. The 
essential observation is that the cell z is local to the value/object returned by er and thus 
invisible and its contents unalterable outside this scope. However it is not the case that 
+ let{x := es}[@] W let{x := ei}[@]l 
However all is not lost, we do have that the weaker principle 
es mei * (let{x := eo}[@] @ let{x := ei}[@j) 
is valid. 
3.4. Extending the syntax of contextual assertions 
For simplicity we have minimalized the syntax of contextual assertions to simple 
let statements. In earlier treatments [25] we dealt with a much wider class of contexts, 
called univalent contexts, (U-contexts). They are the largest natural class of contexts 
whose symbolic evaluation is unproblematic. The key restriction is that we forbid the 
hole to appear in the scope of a (non-let) lambda, thus preventing the proliferation 
of holes. The class of U-contexts, OJ, is defined as follows. 
Definition ( U ). 
U={o}+let{X:=E}U+if(E,U,U)+[F,+,+i(E”,U,lE”) 
The semantics is a simple generalization of the one presented here, and the curi- 
ous are referred to [25] for details. The main reason for restricting our attention to 
let contexts, apart from the simplicity in presentation, is that those left out may be 
considered abbreviations: 
(0) RI@] abbreviates @. 
(1) -4el,e2,..., e,,, [q) abbreviates 
let{xi :=ei}[...[let{x,:=e,}[@~...n 
provided xi are fresh. 
(2) let{xi := ei, . . .,x, := en}[@] abbreviates 
let{xi :=ei}[...[let{x,:=e,}[@~...l 
provided xi @ FV(ej) for 1 <i < j <n. 
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(3) if(eo,[@o],[@i]) abbreviates 
let{z := ea}[(z E nil + @i ) A (~(z 2 nil) + as))] z fresh. 
(4) d(eo,. . . , e,, U[@], e,+l,. . .) abbreviates seq(eo,. . . , e,, U[@]) 
That these abbreviations are in fact reasonable derives from Theorem (ca.iii) in [25] 
which states that (in this generalized semantics): 
Theorem (ca) (Honsell et al. [25]). 
(iii) ~0~~1~~~~~<~0[~~1)1[~11 
4. Proof theory 
Since contextual assertions are akin to modalities, we give a Hilbert style presenta- 
tion. In the long run a natural deduction style system in the style of Prawitz [51] may 
be more desirable.’ 
Definition ( k @). The consequence relation, k, is the smallest relation on VV that is 
closed under the rules given below. 
The rules are partitioned into several groups. Each group of rules is given a label, for 
future reference, and members of the group are numbered. For example, (E.i) refers to 
the first rule in the group of equivalence and evaluation rules (the second group below). 
A rule has a (possibly empty) set of premisses and a conclusion. In the case that the 
set of premisses is non-empty the rule is displayed with a horizontal bar separating the 
premisses from the conclusion. 
Variable convention: We adopt Barendregt’s convention [8] that in any particular 
mathematical situation the bound and free variables in expressions are distinct. However 
we do (and must) allow free variables of expressions to coincide with bound (trappable) 
variables in contexts. 
So for example we assume in: (E.vi) that n not free in R; (E.vii) that x $ FV(e); 
(C.v) that x 6 FV(@); (Q.ii) that x 6 FV(@o); (i&ii) and (mk.iii) that x $ FV(eo); and 
in (S.i) that x 4 Z. On the other hand in (mk.i) we must explicitly state that the variable 
x is distinct from the variables y and z. This convention makes the statement of (Q.i) 
somewhat cumbersome. 
Most axioms hold true for both equivaluedness, N , and operational equivalence, G’ , 
If this is the case, then rather than write out the principle twice, we use the symbol 
N to range over these two equivalence relations. One important reason for introducing 
- is that important principles fail for Z. In particular (C.iii) below fails as indicated 
in [40] and in Section 3.3.1. 
’ Since writing this paper Jacob Frost has developed a natural deduction presentation of this system [21] and 
implemented it in the proof assistant Isabelle. 
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4.1. Basic equivalence axioms and rules 
The first, most basic axiom concerning operational equivalence and equivaluedness 
is that the booleans t and nil are not equivalent. 
Non-triviality (T). 
(i) t l(t 1L nil) 
The second set of rules concerning equivaluedness hold true also of operational 
equivalence. They are equivalence relations, (E.i, E.ii, E.iii). They satisfy a certain 
restricted form of substitutivity, (E.iv). And are preserved under simple forms of eval- 
uation, (E.v, E.vi, E.vii), these last three principles are (equivalent to) the let-rules of 
the lambda-c calculus [42]. 
Equivalence and evaluation rules (E). 
(i) tea =ea 
(ii) k(eoYet Act r”ez)*eo=e2 
(iii) t-eo?et *et Eeo 
(iv) E eo 21 et * let{x := eo}e = let{x := et }e 
(v) t- app(;lx.e, v) N e{X’=U} 2 let{x := v}e 
(vi) k R[e] 2 let{x := e}R[x] 
(vii) E let{x := eo}let{y := el}e N let{y := let{x := eo}el}e 
The remaining axioms rules concerning operational equivalence (other than that it 
is an equivalence relation) are: ( ” .i), equivaluedness implies operational equivalence; 
( Z .ii), operational equivalence is preserved under the collection of garbage; (Z .iii), 
operational equivalence is non-trivial on abstractions; and they agree with one another 
on atoms and cells, ( E .iv). 
Operational equivalence rules ( ” ). 
(i) t--o-et *eoget 
(ii) t e &’ I’[e] provided FV(e) f’ Dam(r) = 8 
(iii) Eeo”e, t l,x.eo %? i,x.e, (The 4 rule) 
(iv) E r(x) -t A r(y) N t * (x E+ y *x - y)r E {atom?, cell?} 
4.2. Contextual axioms and rules 
Contextual assertions are a modality and as such possess a rule akin to necessita- 
tion, (C.i). Note that this is a rule of proof and not an implication. A simple coun- 
terexample to the implication can be found in Section 3.3. The remaining axioms 
concerning contextual assertions are: (C.ii), contextual assertions distribute across the 
equivalences, again a counterexample to the converse can be found in Section 3.3; 
(C.iii), a form of contextual assertion introduction involving equivaluedness (the cor- 
responding principle for operational equivalence is false, Section 3.3.1); (C.iv), a prin- 
ciple akin to fi conversion; and (C.v), a principle allowing for the manipulation of 
contexts. 
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Contextual rules (C). 
0) &$, (Context Introduction) 
(ii) ~~[e,~elnjL[e0]21L[el] 
(iii) t ea w ei * (let{x := eo}[@]l ti let{x := ei}[@]) 
(iv) tlet{x:=v}[~~~~{*‘=“} 
(v) ~let{x:=e~}let{y:=e~}[@~~let{y:=let{x:=eo}e~}[@i]l 
4.3. Logical axioms and rules 
The propositional rules are, in addition to the usual Hilbert style presentation of 
modus ponens, (P.iii), and a generating set of tautologies, (P.i) a modal axiom corre- 
sponding to K and its converse, (P.ii). 
Propositional rules (P). 
(i) k Qi provided Qi is an instance of a tautology 
(ii) ~~II~oO'~]~$(y~io]ijq~~]) 
(iii) + 00 ’ @O * ‘I to1 (Modus Ponens) 
Similarly, the quantifier axioms are all standard [lo] except for (Q.iv) and (Q.v) 
which assert that operations other than mk and app have no allocation effect, and that 
mk only allocates the value it returns. 
Quantifier rules (Q). 
6) k ,yx;@T = r) (Generalization VI) 
(ii) t- (Vx)(@a * @i ) + (@JO * (Vx)@i) 
(iii) t Q/x)@ =2 @{“=‘) 
(iv) E (Vx)let{z := 19(y)}[@]l* let{z := 8(J)}[(Vx)@]29 E [F - {mk, app} 
(v) F ((v’x)let{z :=mk(y)}[@(x)] A let{z :=mk(y)}[@(z)j) 
* let{z :=a&(~)} II(V 
Note that the converses of these last two axioms are easily derivable. 
4.4. Undejinedness principles 
The most basic principle concerning undefinedness is that two undefined terms are 
both equivalued and operationally indistinguishable, (U.i). The rest of the principles 
concern the partiality of the underlying operation. Note that in the case of the memory 
operations mk and set, being defined is not the same as being equivalent to a value. 
In the other cases this is true, although we need only express the weaker form. The 
stronger forms are derivable. 
Undefinedness rules (U). 
(i) 1 teo*(tel @eo=el) 
(ii) F Jmk(z) 
(iii) t Iset(z,x) @ cell?(z) 21 t 
(iv) F ]get(x) @ cell?(x) rv t % (3y)(get(x) pv y) 
(v) t18(2) for 6 E T U { eq, br} 
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4.5. Data operation axioms and rules 
We treat each operation in turn. We should point out, however, that we have grouped 
together a collection of principles that concern when an assertion propagates into or 
out of a context. They may be found after this collection, (S). 
The principles concerning mk, other than the definedness principle above, (U.ii), are 
quite straightforward. (mk.i) describes the allocation effect of a call to mk. While (mk.ii) 
and (mk.iii) assert that the time of allocation has no discemable effect on the resulting 
call. In a world with control effects eo must be free of them for this principle to be 
valid [17]. 
mk rules (mk). 
(i) k let{x :=mk(z)}[~(x E y) A cell?(x) 2 t A get(x) -zj x fresh 
(ii) t let{y:=ea}let{x:=mk(z)}ei ~let{x:=mk(z)}let{y:=eo}ei 
(iii) ~let{y:=e~}let{x:=mk(z)}~~let{x:=mk(z)}let{y:=e~}~ 
The first two contextual assertions regarding set are analogous to those of (mk.i). 
They describe what is returned and what is altered, what is not altered. The remaining 
four principles involve the commuting, cancellation, absorption, and idempotence of 
calls to set. For example the set absorption principle, (set.v), expresses that un- 
der certain simple conditions allocation followed by assignment may be replaced by 
a suitably altered allocation. 
set rules (set). 
(i) t let{x :== set(z, y)}[get(z) = y Ax Znil] 
(ii) k (y 21 get(z) A ~(w -z)) * let{x := set(w, wo)}[y =get(z)] 
(iii) k 1(x0 =x2) * seq(set(xo,xi), set(x2,xx)) ‘v seq(set(xz,xs), set(xo,xi)) 
(iv) I- seq(set(x,y~),set(x,yl))~ set@, YI) 
, (v) k let{z:=mk(x)}seq(set(z,w),e)E let{z:=mk(w)}e 
(vi) t- get(x) N y * set(x, y) P nil 
The rules concerning eq are unproblematic. eq(x,y) is either true or false, (eq.i). 
Note that this dichotomy will imply that a call to eq is always equivalent to a value. 
eq(x, y) is true only when its arguments are both atoms and are equivalued, (eq.ii). 
eq rules (es). 
(i) b eq(x, y) N t V eq(x, y) N nil 
(ii) k eq(x, y) N t *(x 2: y A atom?(x) N t A atom?(y) P t) 
The recognizers are similarly simple. r(x) is either true or false, (z.i), and hence 
always equivalent to a value. The recognizers are the characteristic functions of disjoint, 
and exhaustive sets, (r.ii), and they correspond to the appropriate sets in question, 
(r.Iii). 
r rules, (7 E 8) (z). 
(i) !- r(x) Y t V T(x) e nil 
(ii) C z(x) N t ti A,, E T_1r) r’(x) = nil 
(iii) k atom?(v) 21 t provided u E A 
(iv) k lambda?(v) N t provided u E L 
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The branching primitive is as simple as eq. If its first argument is false then it 
returns its third argument, (br.i). If its first argument is not false then it returns its 
second argument, (br.ii). These together imply that a call to br is always equivalent 
to a value. 
br rules (br). 
(i) kx-nil+br(x,y,z)=z 
(ii) tl(x~nil)~br(x,y,z)~y 
4.6. Constraint propagation principles 
An important class of axioms are those which allow assertions to be propagated into 
and out of assertions. In order to be succinct we write @[&$I to abbreviate the two 
formulas @[4] and @[+I. 
Static N rules (S). 
(i) /- let{x := 29(Z)}[x 2 29(T)] for 29 E F - {mk, app} 
(ii) k *(z~~zi)~let{x:=6(~)}[f(z0~zi)] for t9ElF 
(iii) ~1~(j)*(let{x:=r9(J)}[f(z0~zi)]~ *(zoNzi)) for t9EIF 
(iv) k f (z “v 80(j)) * let{x := &(G)}[ f (z 2( Go(j))] 60,6i E F 
provided that if 91 E {set, app}, then 60 E IF - {get, set, app}. 
(v) t- l&(G) * (let{x := &(*)}I[ f (2 =&i(J))] * f (z N &(jj))) r90,61 E lF 
provided that if 81 E {set, app}, then ‘190 E ff - {get, set, app}. 
As an aside we point out that (S.i) is provable when 6 = set. In (S.iv) and (S.v) if 
8, E {set,app} and 80 E {get,set,app}, then the principles have simple counterex- 
amples (see Section 4.9). 
4.7. Observations 
Observation 0. The only axioms and rules concerning get are those in (S), (U), (mk) 
and (set). 
Observation 1. As a simple example of a proof we establish the following ubiqui- 
tous principle. Note that this is the term version of the principle (C&I) that fails for 
operational equivalence. 
Lemma (RX@. 
(R.eq) e. N ei + R[eo] %R[ei] 
Proof (R.eq). 
(1) kR[ei] N let{z := ei}R[z] by (E.vi) for z fresh 
(2) ee = ei * let{z := eo}R[z] 
N let{z := eo}R[z] by (E.iv) 
(3) es Eel *R[ea] =R[ei] from (1) and (2) by (E) and (P) ??
Observation 2. Some axioms above are new in the sense that they have replaced 
principles that appeared in the earlier treatments [37,24,40,25]. These were pointed 
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out to me by Jacob Frost [20], in particular the following principles (essentially the 
let, rules of the computational A-calculus [43]) are now derivable. 
Lemma (C.r). 
(C.r.i) I-let{x :=R[e]}[[@]@let{z :=e}let{x :=R[zl}[@lj 
(C.r.ii) kRR[let{x := eo}er] 2 let{x :=ea}R[et] x not free in R 
Proof (C.r.i.). 
(1) k R[e] - let{z := e}R[z] by (E.vi) 
(2) t- let{x := R[e]}[@] 
++ let{x := let{z := e}R[z]}[@] by (1, C.iii) and (P) 
(3) t let{x := R[e]}[@] 
~~et{z:=e}let{x:=R[z]}[@] by (2, C.v) and (P). 0 
Proof (C.r.ii.). 
(1) t- R[let{x := ea}er] N let{y := let{x := eo}el}R[y] 
by (E.vi). 
(2) k R[let{x := es}el] = let{x := ea}let{y := el}R[y] 
from (1) using (E.vii, E.ii). 
(3) t- R[let{x := ea}er] N let{x := eo}R[e,] 
from (2) using (E.vi, C.i, C.ii) and (E.ii). 0 
Observation 3. Similarly a previous quantifier principle [25] 
(Q.p) t- L[(Vx)@] + (Vx)L[@] where x @ FV(L) U Traps(L) 
is now derivable, again pointed out to me by Jacob Frost [20]. 
Proof (Q.p.). 
(1) k(Vx)@*@ by (Q.iii) 
(2) k Jq(Vx)@ =+ @] from (1) using (C.i) 
(3) WVx)@l=+ JY@ll from (2) using (P.ii) and modus ponens 
(4) ~(vx)(L[(~x)@]~L[@]) from (3) using (Q.i) 
(5) wwq + cwww f rom (4) using (Q.ii) and the assumption that 
x@FV(L) 0 
Observation 4. A useful corollary to the (P) and (C) rules is the following version of 
cut. 
Proof (Pxut). 
(1) k Q. =xL~[@] by assumption 
(2) k@1*@2 by assumption 
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(3) E @2 =+‘b1[@3] by assumption 
(4) t-LO[@l + @21 from (2) using (C.i) 
(5) t-~0[@1]~~0/[@2] from (4) using (P.ii) and modus ponens (P.iii) 
(6) t-~50[@2 =5~51[@3D from (3) using (C.i) 
(7) tL0[@2]1 +L~j[Lt[@s]j from (6) using (P.ii) and modus ponens (P.iii) 
(8) k @o ~~oL5lll@31 from (l), (5) and (7) using (P.i) and 
modus ponens (P.iii) 0 
4.8. Derived rules 
Because L[ 1 is a modality akin to 0 we do not have a deduction theorem. However 
one can easily establish a weak form of the deduction theorem which is useful. 3 
Theorem (Weak deduction). Assume that from F @O one can establish F @I, without 
using context introduction, (C.i); the 5 rule, ( z .iii); or generalization on any variable 
free in GO. Then F @O + @I. 
Proof (Weak deduction). This is a very simple modification on the standard argu- 
ment [28] (induction on the length of proof). 0 
A simple corollary of this is a version of reduction ad absurdum: 
(k@) 
(Reductio ad absurdum) t- False 
t+ 
is derivable if the derivation 
(k@) 
k False 
does not use context introduction, (C.i); the 5 rule, ( % iii); or generalization on any 
variable free in @. Since if this is the case then in fact using (weak deduction) we 
have 
And, consequently, by 
of (31) 
(t-@o) 
_  t- (3YPO 
(=I t Ql k@I Y 6 FV(@I 1 
definition t- T@. A similar observation reduces the strong form 
3 We could strengthen the theorem by weakening the condition without using to without using on any 
formula depending on the assumption t @o. 
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to the derivable form: 
4.9. Simple counterexamples 
The following variations on the (S) principles are not valid. 
(1) let{x:=t9(?)}[x~29(2>] 6E{mk,app} 
(2) *(z N 290(j)) * let{x := 79r(W)}[ * (z 2 190(J))] 
191 ??{app,set} and d~~{set,get,app} 
(3) 16r(W) * (let{x := Sr(W)}[ f (z =290(J))] * f (z z 80(Y))) 
291 ??{app,set} and 190~{set,get,app} 
5. Completeness 
We say that an expression is jirst order, e E IE”, iff it contains neither unapplied I- 
expressions, nor non-i applications. A formula is jirst order, @ E WV’, iff it is built up 
from first order expressions. The appropriate first order syntactic subclasses are defined 
formally by the following mutually recursive definitions: 
Definition (n/O L” E” VW’ Co). 
W”=X+A 
IL” = IX.E” 
E”=V”+app(L”,E”)+(F,-{app})(E”“) 
C’={~}+X+A+(F,-{app})(C”“) 
VW’ = (E” P P) + (VU” *VP) + (let{X := lE”}[VV”]) + (t%)(VV”) 
Definition (ll l?). The set of constraints, Ill, and the set of complex constraints, fi, 
are defined as follows: 
Iz := *(n/O - V“) + ((IF, - {mk})(V’) N n/O) 
I?:=~(V”~V”)+((F1 - {mk})(V”)=Vo)+(fi+fi) 
A simple constraint set, TC, is defined to be a finite subset of II, 71 E PJIi’). A complex 
constraint, it, is an element of 6’. We let 7c range over simple constraints sets, and 
j; range over complex constraints. A simple constraint is said to be static if it is 
a subset of 17 - ({get}(V" ) - n/O). A complex constraint is said to be static if it 
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is a boolean combination of elements from ZZ - ({get}(VO) N n/O). Note that by 
(S), static constraints propagate through any contextual assertion. Also note that IF1 - 
{mk}=TU{mk}. 
It would perhaps be more symmetric if we defined simple constraints to be conjunc- 
tions of constraints. The reason we define them to be sets of constraints is to facilitate 
a single definition, in particular 7~ below. Modulo this one definition, the reader may 
reasonably assume that 71 is a finite conjunction of elements from ZZ. Thus any simple 
constraint set is equivalent to a single complex constraint. Note that a constraint set 
consists of formulas of the form 00 N v1 or +vg - ~1) or 
{get, atom?, cell?, lambda?}(uo) - 01. 
Negations of the latter are not needed since ~(6(vo) - ~1) can be rewritten as {a N z, 
~(2 N VI)} for z fresh. We sometimes abuse notation and identify 7~ with the conjunc- 
tion of its members, hence treating a simple constraint set as a special type of complex 
constraint. 
Definition (Cells(n)). Cells(n) is the subset of FV(n) defined by 
Cells(n) = {x E FV(n) 1 TC k cell?(x) N t}. 
If x E Cells(n), then x must be interpreted as a cell. The notion of satisfaction, +, used 
here is simply the one defined in Section 3.2. To express the constraints implicit in 
a first order memory context r we define for any n the extension of 7~ by r relative 
to a given set of variables X to be $: 
Definition ($). If r E @“, X E Pw(X - Dam(r)) and FV(n) n Dam(r) = 8, then we 
define 6 as follows: 
7$=7cu %ells U %ontents U ndistinct 
ncells = {cell?(z) N t 1 z E Dam(r)} 
ncontents = {get(z) - r(z) I Z E Dam(r)} 
ndistinct = (7(Z N y) 1 _Y E FV(n) UX U (Dam(r) - {Z}),Z E Dam(r)}. 
When X = 0 we write or rather than I$. 
5.1. The first completeness theorem 
We begin by proving a quantifier free version of the main theorem. The full version 
is then a simple generalization. 
Theorem (Completeness - I). If @E W” is first order and is quantcjier free, then 
there is a complex constraint fi such that 
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Note that by using propositional calculus together with (P.ii) i.e. the 
FLU@0 =+ @l]@(q@o]=+y@l]) 
it suffices to demonstrate the theorem when @ is of the form 
*k..t:[eo-ei]...jj 
n>O 
For this reason we define 
L* = (0) + let{X := E’}L* 
and let L* range over L*. 
principle 
The proof of the completeness theorem involves the symbolic evaluation of arbitrary 
formulas and expressions, with respect to a suitable set of constraints, to a canonical 
form. The symbolic evaluation of an expression, with respect to a set of constraints rr, 
requires keeping track of three things: the newly allocated memory; the modifications to 
the original memory (described by rr); and the remaining computation. The remainder 
of a computation is simply an expression. The newly allocated memory is simply 
a memory context. The modifications to the original memory are represented by another 
special kind of context called a modification, M. We begin by defining relative to 
a fixed constraint set n a symbolic reduction relation An. It is defined in such a way 
that: 
Contexts: (L*~[@~]cr-t,L*i[@i~) implies t rc* (L*o~@og~L*,~@,j) 
and 
Expressions: (es A, er ) implies E rc + ea N ei. 
The definition requires the notion of a modification and the corresponding decompo- 
sition of contexts and expressions. The effects that the evaluation of an expression has 
on the original memory, described by constraints, are represented by contexts called 
modifications. They are simply sequences of assignments to variables that are not in 
the domain of the memory context, but are assumed to be cells. 
Definition (Modzjkations). A modification, M, is a first order context of the form 
seq(set(zi, VI ), . . . , set(z,, h), ??> 
where zi =zj implies i =j. We define Dom(A4) = {zi,. . . ,z,} and (in analogy with 
T(X)) M(Zi)=Ui for i=l,...,n. 
5.2. rc-Reduction 
In analogy to the semantic reduction relations we define Hi, and An. In order to 
ensure that definitions are meaningful we introduce the notion of coherence. Roughly 
a constraint and a pair of memory and modification contexts are coherent (written 
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Coh( n, r; M)) if Dom(f ) n FV( rc) = 8, modifications in M are to elements of Cells( rc), 
rc decides equality on Cells(rc), distinct elements of Dam(M) are provably distinct in 
rc, and rc contains at most one get assertion for any z in Cells(n). (The last condition 
is a technicality to make various definitions and proofs simpler.) 
Definition (Coherence). If r is a first order memory context and M is a first order 
modification as above then we say (rr, r; M) is coherent, written Coh(n, r; M), if the 
following five conditions hold: 
(1) Dam(r) n FV(rt) = 8 
(2) Dam(M) Z Cells(rc) 
(3) If x0,x1 E Dam(M) are distinct, then K k 1(x0 -xi ). 
(4) If x0,x1 E Cells(n), then rt b (x0 wxi) or rt k +g -xi). 
(5) If XE Cells(rc), then there is at most one formula (get(z)NU)E rc with rc k 
(z ox), and if (get(z) - v) E n, then z E Cells(rc). 
We write Coh(rr,M) for Coh(rr,r;M) when Dam(r) is empty, when Dam(M) is 
empty we write Coh(n, r) for Coh(rc, r; M), and when Dam(r) and Dam(M) are 
both empty we write Coh(rc) for Coh(rr, r; M). 
One use of the notion of coherence is to ensure the simplicity of the following 
definition of r&J. If a modification, M, and a constraint set, rt, are coherent, then the 
modification of rc implicit in M is made explicit in XM. To construct 71iM from 71 we first 
remove the set of all assertions in rt concerning contents of cells that are mutated by 
M. The set removed is referred to as rcrorget and is well defined by virtue of coherence. 
Then we add to rc - rcforset the set of assertions, Zassign concerning the cells updated 
by M. 
Definition (zM). For Coh(n,M) we define 71~ as follows: 
nM = (n - nforg.5 > U Gssign 
Kassign = {get(z) - u 1 M(Z) = U,Z E Dam(M)} 
nforget = {(get(x) N u) E n I@ E Dom@f))(~ k x-z)) 
Definition (M{z := mk(u)},). Suppose that M is a modification, Coh(n,M) and z E 
Cells(n). Then M{z := II&(U)}, is defined to be the modification M’ with Dom(M’) = 
Dam(M) U {z}, and for z’ E Dom(M’) 
M’(z’) = 
M(z’) if rt /= ~(z NZ’) 
V if 71 k (ZNZ’) 
Definition (eo An el). Assume that Coh(rc, r; M) and that rc’ = (rcr)~. Then the reduc- 
tion relation Ax on expressions is the reflexive transitive closure of ++R given by 
(Pv) ~[M[R[app(~x.e, ~)I11 +-+n OW~[e~X~=“~lll 
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(7) mf[~[~(~)111 HZ if n, b z(u) N n i l  provided z E % 
(es) WfW[ed~0, ~1 )I11 h 
if 71’ k Woo, 011, 
if 7~’ b lYt(uO, 01) 
(br) Z’W[ZW=-(uo, 01, ~2 )I11 ~~ 
T[M[R[ul]]] if 7c’ + l(u0 -nil) 
T[M[R[u2]]] if 71’ + 210 Nnil 
(mk) T[M[R[mk(u)]]] Hi r{z :=mk(u)}[M[R[z]]] z fresh 
(get) Wf[~ket(~Nll 3 T[M[R[u]]] if 7~’ k get(z) w u 
(set) WWset(z, u)lll w 
r{z :=mk(u)}[M[R[nil]]] if z E Dam(r) 
T[M{z :=mk(u)},[R[nil]]] if 71 k cell?(z) w t 
N.B. Note that coherence is a precondition ji)r any symbolic reduction to be defined. 
Definition (L*o[@~] ?+,L*,[@,lj). Assume that Coh(q T;M). Then the reduction rela- 
tion LX on formulas is the reflexive transitive closure of wg given by 
(val) T[M[let{x := u}o]][@] H?i TIM][@{X’zo~] 
(red) T[M[let{x := e}L*]][@] Hi rl [Ml [let{x := el}L*]][@] 
provided r[M[e]] ++7i rl [MI [el]] 
Lemma (Coherence). Coherence is preserued by syntactic reduction. 
The Context Modification Introduction lemma, (CMI), generalizes the contextual 
assertions concerning mk and set to arbitrary memory-modification contexts pairs. 
Lemma (CMI). Zf Coh(n, r;M) and X = FV(T[M]) U FV(n) then 
t x+- wfi~(~~)M~. 
Proof (CMI). Let 
%CllS = {cell?(z) - t 1 z E Dam(r)} 
ncontents = {get(z) N r(z) I z E Dam(O) 
ndistinct = {~(z-Y) 1 Y EX U (Dom(O - {Z>),Z E DodO). 
Suppose without loss of generality that: 
r = let{zl := mk(ni1)). . . let{z, := mk(ni1)) 
seq(set(zl, VI), - . . , set(z,, h ),*I 
M = seq(set(xl, vi), . . . , set(x,, u;), 0) 
Then 
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k 7t+ let{zr :=mk(nil)}. . . let{z, :=mk(nil)}l[nJ 
by (S) and propositional logic (P) 
k TC + let{zr := mk(nil)} . . . let{.& := ~(nil)}[%.a U ndistinct] 
by (S), (r&i) and propositional logic (P) 
Seth, &I), ??)l[n U 6~1s U ndistinct U %ontmts] 
by (S), (&ii), (set.i) and propositional logic (P) 
Thus by the above and (P.cut) 
I- ‘II =+- rp;] 
Now by coherence we may split rr into two disjoint sets rc’ and nrorget so that 
(a) for any (u N get(w)) E rr’ we have that rc’ b 1(x-w) for every x E Dam(M) = 
{Xl,...,Xm). 
(b) nrorset contains only those statements of the form (v-~get(w)) such that there 
is an xEDom(M)={xr,...,x,} such that rc’ ~XNW. Thus 
t7C’U7C ~~1s U ndistinct * seq(set(Xl, Vi ), . . . , set(&, uk), ??)l[n’ U GAS U ndistinct] 
by (S), (set.ii), (set.i), (a.) and propositional logic (P) 
t d * seq(set(xr,ui),. . ., set(x,, Ok), ??)[{get(Xi) - Vi ) i = 1,. . . , b2)j 
by (S), (set.ii), (set.i), and propositional logic (P) 
Thus by the above and (P.cut) 
k n+ m4u(G hn 0 
A simple but useful corollary of (CMI) is the following: 
Corollary (cmi). 
Zf Coh( rc, Z; M), and t (nr)~ + Te, 
Proof (cmi ). 
then k 7c + tT[M[R[e]]]. 
(1) ~=Z[~]W%] by (CMI). 
(2) b (~v)M * Te by assumption. 
(3) t n * WWtel by the above two facts and (P.cut). 
(4) t rc + Z[M]([seq(e, False)] by definition. 
(5) k rc* seq(T[M[R[elll,I[False]) by repeated application of (CJ) 
(6) t = * tWf[~[elll by definition. ??
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Before we state the key lemmas, we require one last set of definitions. Syntactic 
reduction is defined so that if rc contains enough information concerning the nature of 
the free variables of e, then 
e A, &We’ll, 
and either e’ = v or else e’ corresponds to a stuck state, one that cannot reduce due to 
simple type mismatches. 
Definition (n-stuck state). An expression e is said to be rr-stuck state if e can be 
written as T[M[R[e’]]] for some r, M, R, and e’, such that Coh(rc, r; M), e’ E {get(v), 
set(v, v’)}, and (rcr)~ k cell?(v) N nil. 
An expression e is said to reduce to a rc-stuck state if e A, e’, and e’ is a n-stuck 
state. Similarly a formula L*[@i] is said to reduce to a rc-stuck state if 
L*[@] A, T[M[let {x := R[e’]}*]][@‘] 
Coh(rc,r;M), and T[M[R[e’]]] is a rc-stuck state. 
In order to formalize the notion of a constraint set rc containing enough information, 
we make the following definitions. A accessor chain of length n is a reduction context 
of the form 
29,(?92(. . .&I(@). .>I 
where fli E {get} Note that an accessor chain of length 0 is just ??. Finally we define 
the notion of n-completeness for constraint sets relative to a finite set of variables and 
atoms, [X, A]. The idea is that such a constraint set contains sufficient information to 
completely determine the evaluation of any expression of size less than n built from 
the given variables and atoms. 
Definition (n-Complete w.r.t. [X,A]). n is n-complete w.r.t. [X,A] if for every @,@a, 
accessor chains of length <n, and y, yo E X, if rc + O[y] N v and rc k Oo[yo] N us, 
then 
(1) 7L I= r(v)Wt or 71 +z(v)Nnil zET 
(2) 7r~V~cI or 7t+ ~(vwC() GIEAU{t,nil,uo} 
(3) rt /= cell?(v) N t implies (3vo E W)(n k get(v) N va) 
(4) n k cell?(u) -nil implies +va E V’)(n k get(v) N us) 
Note that if Coh(rc), then (4) is automatically valid. 
Definition (Atoms(Z)). If Z C IE, then Atoms(Z) is the set of atoms occurring in Z. 
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5.3. The main lemmas 
The following five lemmas enable a straightforward proof of the completeness the- 
orem. Lemmas 0, 1, 3, and 4 hold for the full language, while Lemma 2 holds only 
for those expressions which are first order. In what follows let r be the usual notion 
of rank (on terms, contexts, and formulas) associated with the inductive definitions of 
these syntactic categories. 
Lemma 0. If 710 and fi, are complex constraints, then 
Lemma 1. 
(i) V e Az e’, then k n =+ e N e’. 
(ii) Zf L*[@] +%n L*‘[@‘], then t- z+ (L*[@] @L*‘[@‘]). 
Lemma 2. Assume that e, and L* are first order, Q, E VV (not necessarily first order), 
FV(e,L*) LX, Atoms(n,e,L*) CA and that m E N. 
(i) Zf n is (r(e) + m)-complete w.r. t. [X,A] and Cob(n), then either e reduces to 
a z-stuck state, or else there exists a memory context r, a modification A4, 
and a v such that e A, T[M[v]], Coh(z, r; M) and (zr)M is m-complete w.r. t. 
[X U Dom( r), A U Atoms(v)]. 
(ii) Zf z is (r(L*)+m)-complete w.r.t. [X,A] and Cob(z), then either L*[@] reduces 
to a z-stuck state, or else there exists a memory context r, a modijication M 
and a substitution o such that L*I[@] A, T[M][@“], Coh(q r; M) and (~r)~ is 
m-complete w. r. t. [X U Dam(T), A U Atoms(Rng(a))]. 
Lemma 3. For any consistent z,X, A E P,(A), and n E N there exists N E IV and 
a family of constraint sets {ni}i<N such that 
(i) Each q is n-complete w.r. t. [X, Atoms(q,A)], and Coh(ri). 
(ii) k 7c* <Vi,~ %> 
Lemma 4. Suppose rc and ei = fi[Mi[vi]], i<2, are such that Coh(q I;:;Mi) for i<2, 
and z is l-complete with respect to [FV(eo) UFV(ei),Atoms(ea,ei)]. Then there are 
static complex constraints $i and Eii such that 
(i) t7t*(jii@eo”ei) 
(ii) t_7C=+(jtiiHeo~ei) 
5.4. Proof of completeness - 1 
Proof (Completeness - I). Fix a particular L*[eo 2: el] and let FV(L*[eo N el]) = X and 
Atoms(L*[eo 5 ei]) = A. By propositional logic and Lemma 3 we need only show that 
there is a complex constraint it such that 
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assuming that n is m-complete w.r.t. [X, Atoms(n,A)], and Coh(rr) for suitably large m 
(m > 1 + r(L*) + max(r(e0) r(er )). 
To demonstrate this, pick a suitably large m (ma 1 +r(L*) + max(r(eo),r(ei)). By 
Lemma 3 (with 71 being t N t) there exists NE lV and a family of constraint sets 
{71i]i<N such that 
(i) Each xi is n-complete w.r.t. [X,Atoms(q,A)], and Coh(ni). 
(ii) F (Vi<N R) 
Thus we obtain a family of complex constraints {Zi}i<,v such that 
Frti+(rYiwL*[@]) for i<N 
Then letting 
7c be defined to be A (ni + r?i) it is a simple matter to demonstrate that 
i<N 
t- 7-c ~L”[@lj 
Now by Lemma 2(ii) either L*[e0 2~ er ] reduces to a rc-stuck state, or else there exists 
a memory context r, a modification A4 and a substitution 0 such that L*[e0 N er] AZ 
r[M][(e0 N er )“]I, Coh(rc, r; M) and ( nr ) M is (m-r(L*))-complete w.r.t. [X U Dam(T), 
A U Atoms(Rng(a))]. We consider these two cases in turn: 
(1) Suppose L*[e0 N er] reduces to a rc-stuck state: 
L*[@] A, T[M[let{x :=R[e’]}o]][@‘] 
Coh(q T;M) and T[M[R[e’]]] is a n-stuck state. 
Hence e’ E {get(u),set(u,u’)}, and (rcr)~ k cell?(u)-nil. In this situation using 
Lemma 0, the axioms for undefinedness, (U), and corollary (cmi) we have that 
k n * TWf[~[e’lll 
Thus by this (with R = let{x := R[ol]}o~) and (P) we obtain 
F rc 3 T[M[let{x := R[e’,L*]]][@‘] 
k n+L*[eo eel] by Lemma l(ii) 
Thus any tautological complex constraint 5 will suffice. 0 
(2) Suppose L*[e0 1: er] ?+, T[M][(e0 = er )“] = r[M][eE N ef], Coh(rc, T;M) and 
(rcr)~ is (m - r(L*))-complete w.r.t. [X U Dom(T),A U Atoms(Rng(a))]. Now 
t- n: +L*[e0 z ei] ti T[M][(e0 ? e,)“] by Lemma l(a). 
t rr + T[A4][(rrr)M] by Lemma (CMI). 
Now let rr’=(rcr),+, then by Lemma 2(i), for i<2, either ep reduces to a rc’-stuck 
state, or else there exists a memory context c, a modification Mi, and a ni such that 
ep A,, ri[Mi[ui]] and Coh(rc’, I;;Mi). Thus a priori there are three cases to consider: 
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when ez and ep both reduce to z’-stuck states; when exactly one of e$ and ep reduce 
to a rc’-stuck state; and when neither ez nor ey reduces to a rc’-stuck state. 
(2a) Suppose eg and ep both reduce to n’-stuck states. Thus ep AX) fi[Mi[R[eJ]]], 
and ei E {get(v), set(v,u’)}, with (XL),+,, + cell?(u)Nnil. In this situation we can 
use Lemma (0) the axioms for undefinedness, (U), and Corollary (cmi) we have that 
17X’ =3 ffi[Mi[R[ei]]] for i<2. 
So by Lemma l(i) and the rules concerning undefinedness, (U), 
Fn’*e~=e~ Thus trc+L*[es~ei] 
and so again any tautological complex constraint suffices. 0 
(2b) Suppose, without loss of generality that only ei reduces to a stuck state. Thus 
eg A,, Ta[Ma[R[eb]]], and eh E {get(v), set(u, u’)}, with (71;)~ k cell?(v) -nil. 
Again we use Lemma 0, the axioms for undefinedness, (U), and (cmi) we have that 
t n’ * TToW0[Ne~lll 
k 7~’ =s Tel 
Now on the other hand there exists a memory context ri , a modification Ml, and a vi 
such that ey &-t,f ri [MI [vi]]. Thus 
t 7c’ =+ LG Wl [Qlll using Coh(rc’, ri ; MI ) and (U) 
F 71’ * .leF by Lemma l(i) 
E 7c’ * l(ei N ep) by the above and (U.i) 
k 7t + L*[l(eo N el )]I by the above and (P.cut) 
t-7c*d*[eo-e~] by (P) since t rc + lL*[False]l 
Thus any tautologically false complex constraint it will suffice. 0 
(2~) Suppose neither ei nor ep reduces to a n’-stuck state. So by assumption for i < 2 
there exists a memory context rii, a modification Mi, and a Ui such that el A,+ ri[Mi[ri]] 
and C&(~C’, fi; Mi). Thus 
k Z’ + (ep E fi[Mi[Ui]]) by Lemma l(i). 
k 71’ * (eo” v e? @ (rOPf~[u~ll~ G Pfl [dl)). 
Thus 
Consequently by Lemma 4 we obtain the desired 72. Note that by (S), and coherence 
we have 
since the it provided by Lemma 4 is static. 0 
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5.5. Proofs of the lemmas 
Lemma 0. If 170 and if1 are complex constraints, then 
Proof. See Nelson and Oppen [45]. 0 
Lemma 1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if Coh(z, r; M), then 
(i) UMell wli r’[M’[e’]] implies t rc * (r[A4[e]] - P[M’[e’]]) 
(ii) T[M]j[@] ++X P[M’][@‘J implies k n * (r[M][@] % F[M’]u@]) 
Let n’ = (rrr)~ and observe that the proof naturally divides into cases corresponding 
to the definitions of Hi. We begin by proving Lemma l(i). However in every case 
other than (mk) and (set) we actually prove the stronger result that 
T[M[R[e]]] wt( T[M[R[e’]]] implies k rr * T[M[R]][e N e’]. 
This is useful in the proof of the second part of the lemma. 
Proof l(i). 
(&) Assume that e=R[app(ilx.ea,u)]. In this case: 
!- app(lx.eo, 0) N eO{X’=D) 
by axiom (E.v). 
F d =+ app(Ax.es, v) - esIX’=‘l 
by axioms (P). 
t n + r[M][app(k.eo, 0) w e,{“=~)] 
by Lemmas (CMI), and (Pxut). 
F n* T[M[R[app(2x.ea, v)]]] - TIMIR[eo{X’=“l]]] 
by (Keq), (P), and (C.ii). 
(r) Assume that e = R[r(v)] for r E 8. In this case: 
d k z(u)-b by assumption, for b E {t,nil}. 
t- d + z(v) N b by Lemma 0. 
t 7c * T[M][r(u) -b] by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
I- n + T[M[R[z(u)]]] - T[M[R[b]]] by (Req), (I’) and (C.ii). 
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(eq.t) Assume that e = R[eq(uo, VI)] and e’ = R[t]. In this case: 
71’ k ‘yt(u0, Ul> 
by assumption. 
71’ b 210 N VI A atom? N t A atom? N t 
by definition of Y.. 
I- 71’ * (uo - u1 A atom? N t A atom? N t) 
by Lemma 0. 
k 7~’ =3 eq(u0, VI ) - t 
by axiom (eq.ii). 
k 71* Wfl[eq(u0,01) N t] 
by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
t- n * QWNeq(~0,u1 )I11 N Wf[Ntlll 
by (Keg), (P) and (C.ii). 
(eq.nil) Assume that e = R[eq(uo, VI)] and e’ = R[nil]. In this case: 
71’ j= ~%L’t(UO, 01) 
by assumption. 
n’ t= ~(00 N u1 A atom? N t A atom? N t) 
by definition of Yt. 
i- 7~’ + ‘(~0 - 01 A atom? - t A atom?(ul )-t) 
by Lemma 0. 
kz’* ~(eq(uo,ul)Nt) 
by axiom (eq.ii). 
!- 71’ =S- eq(o0, u1) -nil 
by axioms (eq.i) and (P). 
k x * r[M][eq(uo, ~1) -nil] 
by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
k n+ UW~[edu0,~1 )I11 - WfFW~lll 
by (Req), (P) and (C.ii). 
(br.t) Assume that e = R[br(uo, UI, UZ)] and that TC’ k ~(ug N nil). In this case: 
72 + y(ug Nnil) by assumption. 
k x’ * +ug -nil) by Lemma 0. 
k n’ + br(uo, ul, u2) - ul by axioms (br.ii) and (P). 
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t 7-t =F- W4[Wvo, ~1, ~2) N UI] by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
f- 7~ * Wf[Wr(vo, 01, v~>lll - ~[AQ’[R[~IIII by Wq), (P> and (C.W. 
(br.nil) Assume that e = R[br(vo, VI, vz)] and that TC’ k vo -nil. In this case: 
71’ + vownil by assumption. 
t-7c’*vo-nil by Lemma 0. 
/- TC’ + br(vo, vl, 212) - v2 by axioms (br.i) and (P). 
t 7~ * r[Ml[[W%, ~1, ~2) - ~21 by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
F T-C * Wf[R[br(vo, ~1, v2>111- &WR[~lll by Wq), (PI and (Ci). 
(mk) Assume that e=R[mk(v)]. In this case: 
F R[mk(v)] - let{z := mk(v)}R[z] 
for z fresh, by axiom (E.vi). 
k T[M][R[mk(v)] N let{z :=mk(v)}R[z]] 
by rule (C.i). 
k T[M[R[mk(v)]]] - T[M[let{z :=mk(v)}R[z]]] 
by axiom (C.ii). 
I- T[M[R[mk(v)]]] N T[let{z :=mk(v)}[M[R[z]]]] 
by axioms (E), (C.i), and (mk.ii). 
F T[M[R[mk(v)]]] N T[let{z :=mk(nil)}seq(set(z, v), [M[R[z]]])] 
by axioms (set.v), (C.i) and (E). 
k ~[WRbk(~)lll~ r{z := Wv)Wf[R[zlll 
by axioms (mk.ii), (C.i) and (E). 
k n + T[M[R[mk(v)]]] N r{z :=mk(v)}[M[R[z]]] 
by axioms (P). 
(get) Assume that e =R[get(z)] and e’=R[v]. In this case: 
7-c’ b get(z) N v by assumption. 
t IT’ *get(z) N v by Lemma 0. 
F X* T[M][get(z) N v] by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
FTC + T[M[R[get(z)]]] N T[M[R[v]]] by (R.eq), (C.ii) and (P). 
(set) Assume that e = set(z, v). 
I- set(z, v) N seq(set(z, v), nil) 
by axioms (E.v), (Cii), (set.i), and (P). 
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k n * r[M][set(z, u) N seq(set(z, u),nil)l 
by Lemmas (CMI), (P.cut), and (P). 
F 9x * T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - T[M[R[seq(set(z, u), nil)]]] 
by (Keq), (C.ii), and (P). 
F rc * T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] N r[M[seq(set(z, u),R[nil])]] 
by axioms (E.vi), (P), (C.i), and (E). 
Now we consider two cases: z E Dam(T); and z $Dom(T). In the former case we 
have: 
I- 7c=+ T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - r[M[seq(set(z, u),R[nil])]] 
by the above. 
k n: * T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - r[seq(set(z, u),M[R[nil])]] 
by axioms (set.iii), (P), (C.i), and (E). 
t 7c* T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - r{z := mk(u)}[M[R[nil]]] 
by axioms (set.iii), (set.iv), (C.i), (P), and (E). 
In the latter case we have: 
k X* T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - r[M[seq(set(z, u),R[nil])]] 
by the above. 
t 7c* T[M[R[set(z, u)]]] - T[T[M{z := mk(u)},[R[nil]]]] 
by axioms (set.iii), (set.iv), (C.i), (P), and (E). 0 
As mentioned earlier: in every case other than (mk) and (set) we actually prove the 
stronger result that 
T[M[R[e]]] wR T[M[R[e’]]] implies k 71* T[M[R]][e N e’]. 
Proof l(ii). Assume that Coh(~,r;M). Then we have two cases: 
(val) T[M[let{x := u}o]][@] ++= r[M][@{“‘=“}] 
(red) T[M[let{x := e}o]][@] H= r,[Ml[let{x := el}o]][@] 
where &Well -n J? WI [-a 11 
(val) In this case: 
t let{x := u}[@] H @{x’=“) 
by axiom (C.iv). 
t n’ * let{x := u}[@] H @{x’=“) 
by axioms (P). 
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17-c * T[M][let{x := v}[@] % @rX’=“)] 
by Lemmas (CMI) and (P.cut). 
t- 7c* T[M]i[let{x := u}[@]] # r[M][@{“‘=“)j 
by Lemma (CMI). 
E n + T[M[let{x := v}o]][@] % T[M][@{X’=U)] 
by definition. 
(red) Here we consider three separate subcases depending on the nature of the reduction 
Wf[ell ++ r’[M’[e’]]. If this does not involve (mk) or (set), then by the stronger 
version of Lemma l(i) we have that 
F 7t =+ r[A4][e - e’]. 
Thus by axioms (Ciii), (P), and lemma (P.cut) we obtain the desired conclusion: 
k 7-c * (T[M[let{x := e}o]][@]H T[M[let{x := e’}.]][@]). 
Thus we are only left with the cases when the reductions involves (mk) or (set). 
(mk) Let R[oi,*2] abbreviate let{x:= ??1}02. In this case we need to show that 
t- rc + (T[M[R[mk(u), ??]]][@] # r{z := mk(v)}[M[R[z, *]]]I[@]) for z fresh. 
To this end: 
F T[M[R[mk(v), ??]]][@] -S T[M[let{z :=mk(v)}R[z, ??]]][@] 
by axioms (C.v), (P) and rule (C.i). 
1 Wf[R[mk(v), ??lll[@] @ Wet{z :=mk(u)}W[f@, ??llll[@] 
by axioms (mk.iii) and (P). 
E T[M[R[mk(v), *I]][@] @ T[let{z := mk(nil)}seq(set(z, u), }[M[R[z, ??]]]][@] 
by axioms (set.v), (C.iii) and (P) and rule (C.i). 
E WfWbk(v), .lll[@] e r{z :=mk(~)~[~[~[z,~lllU~lI 
by (mk.iii) and (P). 
(set) Again let R[oi, 4 abbreviate let{x := ??i}o2. In this case e = set(z, v) and we 
must consider two possibilities, either z E Dam(r) or not. In the former case we must 
show: 
t- Z+ (T[M[R[set(z, c), .]ll[@j@ r{z :=mk(u)}[M[R[nil,~]]]U~lI) 
While in the latter case we must show 
t- x+ (T[M[R[set(z, u), .]]]u@] H T[M{z :=~(~)),[R[nil,~l11u~n) 
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In either case we begin by observing that: 
t- set(z, u) - seq(set(z, u),nil) by axioms (E.v), (C.ii), (set.i), and (P). 
k R[set(z, u), ??][@] ti R[seq(set(z, u),nil), ??]i[@j by axiom (C.iii). 
k R[set(z, u), ??][@] H seq(set(z, u),R[nil, ??])i[@J by axioms (C.v), and (E). 
k q- *M[R[set(z, u), .]][@I tjM[seq(set(z, u),R[nil, .])I[@] 
by axioms (P), (C.i), and (C.ii). 
E xnr * M[R[set(z, u), .]][@I w seq(M[set(z, u>],R[nil, +[@j 
by axioms (P), and (C.v). 
Now the latter case is simple since 
E M[set(z, u)] -M{z :=mk(u)},[nil] 
by the proof of Lemma l(i). 
t- TC~ =+- (M[R[set(z, u), ??]][@] M seq(M{z := mk(u)},[nil],R[nil, *I)[@]) 
by axioms (P), and (C.iii). 
t 7cr * (M[R[set(z, u), ??]][@jHM{z :=mk(u)},[R[nil, ??]][@]) 
by axioms (C.iv), (P), and (C.iii). 
t- n * (T[M[R[set(z, u), ??]]][@] * r[M{z := mk(u)},[R[nil, .]]][@j) 
by (P.cut) and (P). 
Now in the former case we have: 
t 7cr + M[set(z, u)] N seq(set(z, u),M[nil]) 
again by the proof of Lemma l(i). 
I- ~j- * (M[R[set(z, u), .]]I[@] H seq(set(z, u),M[nil],R[nil, .])[@I) 
by axioms (P), (C.iii), (C.i), (C.v). 
k w- 3 (WNset(z, ~>,~ll[@l* =dset(z, ~),WNniL~ll[Qi])) 
by axioms (C.iii), (Civ), (C.i), (C.v) and (P). 
k 7~ * (WWset(z, u), 4iipn- r[=q(set(z, ~),MHnil,*llI[@])]) 
by lemma (P.cut) and axioms (C.ii) and (P). 
F n * (T[M[R[set(z, u), ??]]][@] H r{~ := mk(u)}M[R[nil, ??]][@]) 
by axioms (mk.i), (set.iii) (set.iv) (C.v) and (C.iii). 0 
Lemma 2. Assume e, L*I[@] are jirst order, FV(e,L* ) LX, and Atoms(n, e, L* ) g A. 
(i) Zf TC is (r(e) + m)-complete w.r. t. [X,A] and Cob(z), then either e reduces to 
a z-stuck state, or else there exists a memory context r, a modljication ~4, 
and a u such that e A, T[M[u]], Coh(z, I’; M) and (TC~)M is m-complete w. r. t. 
[X U Dam(r), A U Atoms(u)]. 
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(ii) If rc is (r(L*) + m)-complete w.r. t. [X,A] and Cob(z), then either L*[@] reduces 
to a n-stuck state, or else there exists a memory context T, a modification M 
and a substitution o such thut L*i[@] A, T[M][V], Coh(q r; M) and (zr)M is 
m-complete w. r. t. [X U Dom( r ), A U Atoms(Rng( o))]. 
Proof. Both these follow from the simple observation that if e ~~ e’ and 7c is 
(r(e) + m)-complete w.r.t. [X,A], then n is (r(e’) + m)-complete w.r.t. [X,A]. I3 
Lemma 3. For any consistent x,X, A E PO)(A), and n E N there exists N E IV and 
a family of constraint sets {ni};<n such that 
(i) Each xi is n-complete w.r. t. [X, Atoms(n;, A)], and Coh(ni). 
(ii) E n*(VitN G) 
Proof. Suppose that rt is consistent but not n-complete w.r.t. [X,A]. Pick 0, @a, acces- 
sor chains of length dn, and y, yo E X such that n: k O[y] N v and rc k OO[ yo] - us 
and one of the Lemmas l-4 fails. We repair each possible failure in turn. If Lemma 1 
fails then 
~7c~((nU{r(v)~t})V(7cU{~(~)~nil})) 
by (z.i). for r E U. If Lemma 2 fails then 
t7c*((7ru{V~C1})V(7cU{~(v~a)})) 
by propositional logic (P), for CI EA u {t,nil, us}. If Lemma 3 fails then 
Erc*(rtU{get(v)Nz}) 
for z fresh, by (U.iv) and existential elimination (3E). If Lemma 4 fails, then rt is 
inconsistent by (U.iv) and (31). This contradicts our initial assumptions. Thus in each 
(possible) case it is possible to enlarge n or branch and enlarge so as to rectify this 
particular failure. Generating the required family {xi 1 i < N} is now trivial. 0 
Lemma 4. Suppose 71 and et = c[Mi[Vi]], i < 2, are such thut Coh(x, ci; Ml) for i < 2, 
and 71 is l-complete with respect to [FV(eo) U FV(ei ),Atoms(eo, ei )]. Then there are 
static complex constraints Ei and fii, such that 
(i) E?r*((iti*es-ei) 
(ii) k 7C * (itii H eo s et ) 
Proof. Define A4: as follows: 
M;(z) = 
Mi(W) if w E Dom(A4i) and 7~ b w -Z 
W if rt k w-get(z) and (Vy E Dom(Mi))(n /= ~(z N y)) 
The supposition that Coh(rr,fi;Mi) and n is l-complete with respect to [FV(ei),Atoms 
(ei)] suffice to ensure that h4: is defined on Cells(n). Actually A4: as defined is a 
relation modulo n-equivaluedness, but this suffices for our purposes. 
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4(i) Without loss of generality we may assume that Dom(&) and Dom(I't ) are 
disjoint and of the same cardinality, IDom(rs)l = IDom(Tt)I. Since otherwise any tau- 
tologically false static constraint would suffice. Now for each bijection 
f : Dom( To) + Dom( & ) 
define rcf to be the set 
{XiNf(Xi)~rO(Xi)N~l(f(Xi))~M~(Z)N~~(z)~~O N ~1 1 Xi E Dom(rs),z E Cells(rc)} 
Observe that rrf is a set of static constraints. The desired static complex constraint is 
just 
iti=V{nf 1 f :Dom(ro) + Dom(Tt ) a bijection} 
4(ii) This case is slightly more complex than the previous one. We begin by defining 
two increasing sequences, {Sj 1 j E k!}, of subsets of Dam(G) for i <2 by induction. 
Sk =Dom(fi) n FV(Mi[Ui]) 
and having defined 8; we define S;,, by 
Sj.,, = 6; U {z E Dom(fi) [(3x E $)(z E FV(T;:(x)))} 
Put 6’ = UjEN $. We claim that Dom(&) - 6’ is precisely the garbage created by ei. 
Consequently, we may assume that the two sets 6’ and 8 are disjoint and of the same 
cardinal&y, 16O] = 16’1, since otherwise any tautologically static constraint would suffice. 
We now proceed in the same fashion as in the previous case. For each bijection 
f :6°-,61 
define rcf to be the set 
{Xi - f (Xi), TO(Xi) g rl(f (Xi))yM~(Z) gMM;(z), ~0 e U1 I Xi E Dom(To),z E Cells(rc)} 
Observe that 7rf is a set of static constraints. The desired static complex constraint is 
just 
Fiji = V (71~ 1 f : 6’ + J1 a bijection} 0 
6. The second completeness theorem 
We now demonstrate that the quantifier free assumption can be eliminated from the 
completeness result of the previous section. 
Definition (J?). The set of quantijied constraints, fi is defined by 
ir: = +(v”~v”)+((lF, -{mk})(VO)NvO)+(R+l?)+(vlX)li 
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Theorem (Completeness - II). If @E VV’ is first order, then there is a quantijied 
constraint Z such that 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the quantifier rank of our first order @. The 
only new case we need to consider in this more general situation is how to simplify 
a formula of the form L[(‘dx)@o]. Fix a particular L*[(Vx)@] and let FV(,5*l[(Yx)@]) =X 
and Atoms(L*[(Vx)@]) = A. By propositional logic and Lemma 3 we need only show 
that there is a complex constraint it such that 
assuming that n: is m-complete w.r.t. [X, Atoms(z,A)], and Cob(x) for suitably large 
m (ma 1 +r(L*)+ max(r((Vx)@)). Now by Lemma 2(ii) either L*[(Vx)@] reduces 
to a n-stuck state, or else there exists a memory context r, a modification M and 
a substitution o such that L*[(Yx)@] &n T[M][((Yx)@)“], Coh(n, r; M) and (rtr)~ is 
(m - r(L*))-complete w.r.t. [X U Dom(T),A U Atoms(Rng(a))]. We should point out 
that we are not using a more general version of 2(ii) than the one stated, since there 
are no restrictions on the formula inside the contextual assertion. 
The first case proceeds exactly as in the proof of the first completeness theorem. 
We are left to deal with the second case. 
(2) Suppose ~*l[(~~)~]l~)nTIM]l[((~x)~)u]l, Coh(z,r;M) and (rcr)~ is (m-r(L*))- 
complete w.r.t. [X U Dom(T),A U Atoms(Rng(o))]. Now 
by Lemma l(a). 
given obvious hygiene assumptions. 
by repeated application of (Q.iv) and its converse 
t- ru(vx)hq(wJ)jj~ (vx)r[Mf(P)j] A r A (P){“:=z}n 
rEDom(T) I) 
by repeated application of (Q.v) and its converse 
We are now in a position to apply the induction hypothesis to obtain: 
+eo~ mfuw7ni 
A (P){~:=~$ 
r~Dom(T) 1 
Consequently, 
t 71+ (L*u(vx)q H ((V~jc)ii~ A itI >) 
and thus we reach the desired conclusion. 0 
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To obtain the desired correspondence between the proof theory and semantics we 
have to elaborate on the first lemma. We need an analysis of the theory of those first 
order structures in the language 
{get, atom?, cell?, lambda?} 
which satisfy the principles enumerated in Section 4. This theory is known to be 
decidable, indeed the weak monadic second order is shown to be decidable in Rabin’s 
landmark S2S paper [52]. Consequently, we may conclude that the provability of a first 
order @ E VV is decidable. 
7. Conclusions, directions and future work 
In this paper we have continued our investigations into a Variable Typed Logic of 
Effects that began in [37,24,38,40,25]. In particular, we presented an axiomatization 
of the base first order theory. In [22] we described an encoding of this logic into the 
generic proof assistant Isabelle [47]. Encoding the syntax and proof theory of the logic 
was a relatively painless procedure, especially when compared with the contortions re- 
quired for logics of the Hoare and Dynamic ilk [39,7]. This encoding has subsequently 
been improved, elaborated and utilized in [21]. 
Since the semantics of the underlying Ad-calculus is operational, and the semantics 
of the logic is defined strictly in terms of syntactic entities, it seems not unreasonable 
to expect an implementation to be capable of encoding it. This would allow for both 
proof theoretical and semantic reasoning to be carried out at the same time in the same 
context 11611. This would have two obvious attractions: 
1. It will also allow the system to semantically verify its own proof system, an 
extremely attractive idea. 
2. It would allow for the dynamic enrichment of the proof theory by introducing 
new, semantically verified, principles. Thus the logic implemented would be truly 
dynamic. 
The only obstacle to successfully encode the semantics is the problem of encoding 
lambda calculus style contexts and hole filling (i.e. the corresponding notion of substi- 
tution with variable binding capture). To achieve this it may be necessary to adopt the 
binding structure approach developed in [56,58]. We have recently developed a named 
variable version of the binding structure approach [31], what remains is to implement 
this in a logical framework. 
While we have presented a completeness result in this paper, substantial work still 
remains to be done. We mention here several open problems in this area: 
1. The axiom system presented here contains axioms and rules for quantifiers but not 
structured data (i.e. typically immutable pairs), however the question of whether 
these axioms and rules are complete remains open. We conjecture that the tech- 
niques presented in [60] can be modified and adapted to this framework to obtain 
an affirmative answer. 
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2. In an operational setting, the main tool for establishing principles such as struc- 
tural induction, fixed-point induction, co-induction, and simulation induction is 
induction on the length of computation. By incorporating both semantical and 
proof-theoretical principles into the proof environment we solve the problem of 
how computation induction can be formalized within this programming logic. 
3. Thus far we have studied systems with control features [57] as well as systems 
with imperative features. The unification of these two theories has only recently 
been studied in detail [59]. While that work concentrates solely on the properties 
of the underlying term language, the results established indicate that VTLoE like 
logics can be developed for a very general class of programming languages. In this 
particular case (languages with imperative and control features) most of the nice 
meta-theoretic properties such as completeness should carry over in some form or 
other, certain principles must be modified if they are to remain valid [17]. 
4. In the long term it is hoped that our work on concurrent and distributed program- 
ming [4] and [5] will result in a unified approach to all three enrichments to the 
underlying functional language. 
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